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Through a
simple dialogue
process, the
author lets go

I

of depression

F YOU HAD MET ME BACK IN 1985, YOU’D

never have suspected I was depressed.
Though I woke each morning with the
same feeling—Oh, my God, another day
to get through—within fifteen minutes I usually managed to
come up with something to look forward to. But although I
sometimes managed to convince myself that I was enjoying my
life, I was always aware that I was walking a flimsy tightrope.
Even a minor misfortune—a squabble with one of my daughters or criticism from my boss—could send me tumbling into
the abyss that was always waiting for me. It didn’t matter that I
had no obvious reasons to be depressed—I loved my husband,
our two daughters, my work as a journalist. Over the years,
numerous treatment modalities—psychoanalysis, family therapy, couples therapy and personal-growth workshops such as
EST—had successfully altered my behavior and moderated all
my symptoms but one: Every morning I still had to invent a
reason for living.
For a time I resigned myself to living with what my analyst
had labeled an endogenous depression (that is, a depression of
unknown or biochemical origin). But when my youngest child
left for college I decided I could never enjoy my newfound
freedom until I found a way to release this heavy burden of
sadness. My husband, a psychiatrist, referred me to a colleague, who dutifully prescribed antidepressants. The first pill I
tried kept me anxiously awake for forty-eight hours; the second

affected my mood, rousing me to fury over any small frustration. I didn’t try a third medication. I decided that I preferred
being depressed.
Then I heard about The Option Institute and Fellowship. I
knew of the founders of this personal growth center, Samahria
Lyte Kaufman and Barry Neil Kaufman, from their best-seller and subsequent television movie, Son-Rise: The Miracle
Continues, which recounted their unconventional but astoundingly successful treatment of their autistic son. Reaching out
to their son with a fail-proof attitude of love and acceptance,
the couple had gradually coaxed the boy out of the darkness
to meet them; he’s now an affectionate young man of neargenius IQ. Over the years the Kaufmans had similarly healed
other youngsters, including three children from backgrounds
of abuse and abandonment whom they had adopted. I was
excited to discover that the couple now ran a teaching center in western Massachusetts—less than three hours from my
home—and, along with their work with special needs children
and their families, were helping individuals bring about similar
“miracles” in their own lives.
The basis of the Kaufmans’ work is a method of self-exploration and healing called the Option Process® Dialogue,

be happy if your husband deserted you?” “What if
your child had a terrible disability?” “What if you
had a terminal illness?” Kaitryn listened to our
objections, then posed this question: “Has being
unhappy made you more effective in dealing with
such circumstances?” After some members of the
group responded that they’d often benefited from
the pity of others, Kaitryn asked: “Was it necessary to become unhappy in order to gain their support?” A number of us responded by saying we
were sure that being unhappy motivated us to go
after what we wanted. But Kaitryn persisted: “Do
you have to get miserable in order to do that?”
That stopped me. I wasn’t sure it was possible to
do otherwise. I’d never felt comfortable asking for
anything unless I was desperately unhappy with
the way things were. I’d always felt frustrated by
my family’s resistance to my forceful requests
for help, but now it occurred to me that perhaps
their negativity was in reaction to my anger
in which a facilitator, called a mentor, works with a person by
and dissatisfaction.
offering not diagnosis or advice but simply love and support.
As Kaitryn went on to explain, many of us learn as children
The premise is that within an environment of unconditional
that being unhappy gets us what we want. Often we continue
acceptance we can discover our own answers. In a dialogue,
to use unhappiness as a way of motivating others to do certhe mentor asks a series of gentle and nondirective questions
tain things or stop doing others, even when this strategy turns
aimed at uncovering the vast and comout to be counterproductive. Utilizing the
plex structure of beliefs that underlie our
Option Process® Dialogue, Kaitryn told
“The Kaufmans
behavior. When these beliefs remain unus, it is possible to examine from an adult
conscious, they have a powerful impact
believe that when we perspective the beliefs we derived from
upon how we feel and act. However, the
early experiences and to change them if we
come to understand
Kaufmans believe that when we come to
determined that they no longer served us.
understand why we have drawn the conAs part of our introductory weekend, each
why we have drawn
clusions that we have, we can choose to
of us would have an individual session with
change the beliefs, feelings and behaviors
the conclusions that
a trained staff member. I couldn’t wait.
that have defeated and disempowered us all
When it was time for my session, I began
we have, we can
our lives.
with an assumption. “I don’t think everychoose to change the one should be happy,” I remember saying.
T SEEMED TOO GOOD TO BE TRUE, BUT
“Shouldn’t you have to do something to
beliefs, feelings, and
it was worth a few days’ time to find out
deserve it?” The mentor, whose task it was
for myself. So one afternoon in the fall of
to follow my train of thought with openbehaviors that have
1985 I drove to The Option Institute for
ended, nonjudgmental questions, simply
defeated and
an introductory weekend program.
asked, “What’s your answer to that?” I was
I arrived in the Berkshires on a crisp,
the explorer. My role was to access the
disempowered us
golden afternoon. While settling into the
part of me that knew the answers. “I don’t
comfortable bedroom I was to share with
know,” I replied. “But I think bad people
all our lives.”
two women from my program, I could hear
definitely should not be happy.” “Why do
the music of a stream flowing behind the
you think that?”
guest house. The natural beauty of the Institute’s lush meadI could tell that this person wasn’t mocking me. Although
ows, its pond mirroring the sky, seemed reward enough for my
his question was about something that seemed self-evident to
trip. But I had hardly begun soaking in the scenery when it was
me, it was clear that he’d asked it with utter sincerity. And yet,
time for our first class. From Thursday evening through Sunas I set about explaining the obvious, what eventually became
day noon, we met three times a day, with close to thirty of us
obvious to me was that I was still reacting to a time long ago
sitting in a circle on the floor of the large carpeted meeting room.
when I’d asked my father if he loved me and he’d responded
As our first session began, a staff member named Kaitryn
by asking what I’d ever done to deserve it. Equating love and
Wertz wasted no time before presenting us with a statement
happiness, I’d incorporated my father’s belief into my own
that we would soon learn is central to the Option philosophy.
value system. But I’d never figured out what I’d have to do
“Happiness,” she said, “is a choice you can make in any situto be worthy enough. No wonder happiness had continued to
ation.” Immediately, we all challenged her. “How could you
elude me.

I

That one understanding was an exhilarating first step. I felt
incredibly lighter from exorcising that one small belief. And
now that I’d had a taste of how the Option Process® worked,
I was determined to toss out every belief that limited me or
caused me to hurt the people around me.

our confidence; they embarrass us. It’s backwards. No one can
make you feel anything you don’t want to.”
One day we were asked in class to share our negative
thoughts about one another, judgments that we’d been holding
back. When one woman complained that I took over conversations, I couldn’t understand how she could feel that way and
HE FOLLOWING SUMMER I ENROLLED in The Option
still consider herself my friend. That led me to take a look at
my belief that people who see your faults must not like you
Institute’s two-month program, “Living The Dream.” I
very much. In my twice-weekly dialogues with mentors, I also
threw myself into the group discussions with abandon, playing
came to understand how my self-judgments amplified the critidevil’s advocate, resisting easy answers, taking risks.
cism of others, how my getting upset at feedback had created a
One day early in the program, “Bears” (as the people at the
distance between me and the people I loved.
Institute affectionately call Barry) invited us to share with the
Gradually I found myself becoming more self-accepting and
group something from our past that we’d always felt was too
as that happened, I saw my relationships change. When I went
awful to confess to another soul. I was amazed when everyone’s
home weekends, I felt closer and was more
secret but mine seemed silly and unimportresponsive to those I cared about. I also
ant. I felt nothing but sympathy for those
“And now that I’d
came to understand how letting it be known
who seemed to me to be holding themthat something bothers you can, in itself,
selves up to impossibly high standards. I
had a taste of how
disperse your annoyance. When I finally
was touched when my secret was received
told one woman in our group how much
with equal compassion.
the Option Process
her laughter irritated me, she laughed. And
Another time, Kaitryn suggested that we
worked,
I
was
it no longer bothered me.
all bring gifts for one another to the next
As the summer weeks passed, I began
morning’s class. I gave away three of my
determined to toss
using my dialogue sessions to try and lopossessions, only to find that I was one of
out every belief
cate the source of my depression. In contwo who didn’t receive a single present.
ventional therapy it’s essential that a paAs my initial feelings of hurt and rejection
that limited me
tient take the time to develop a trusting
gave way to genuine curiosity, I sought an
relationship with the therapist. In an
explanation and came to understand that
or caused me to
Option Process® Dialogue, however, the
the image I projected—of someone withhurt
the
people
only person you have to trust is yourself.
out needs—had a powerful impact on the
So I’d end a session with one mentor and
people around me.
around me.”
continue the next time with another, pickIn another class I mastered foring up exactly where I’d left off. I didn’t
ever this simple concept: that no one
have to backtrack. As the explorer, I was the only one who had
can make you feel something without your cooperation.
to know where I was going. My mentors, offering no advice
“We’re always told how much power we have over othand drawing no conclusions, followed me faithfully around in
ers,” I remember Samahria saying. “We drive them crazy;
the circles of my mind until I finally came upon the answer I’d
we make them sick; we give them headaches. Of course,
been searching for.
by the same measure, we have hardly any control over
Only once did I ever sob inconsolably through a session with
our own emotions. They make us feel bad; they undermine
a mentor. Earlier in the day, during a group visualization exercise, I’d come upon a decision I’d made
as a child never to forgive a slight. As I later sat with
a mentor, I became overwhelmed with grief about the
harm that childhood decision had caused me through
the years. As I grew more and more emotional, I recognized something else. I’d always thought that getting upset bolstered my determination, but when my
session ended that day I saw how confused and disorganized my thought processes had become under
stress. I understood once and for all that getting upset
would never help me resolve my problems.
My dialogue sessions eventually brought me in
touch with my negative identification with my mother. I realized that I’d always held others—in-cluding
myself—responsible for her disappointed dreams.
Though I’d done all the things she’d failed to accomplish, I somehow felt as if it wasn’t right for me
to be happy while she was still in pain. As a child, I
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vowed to bring my mother the happiness the rest of her life denied her, and I was still trying to keep my part of the bargain, refusing to take pleasure in my accomplishments until they brought
her pleasure as well.
“How does your being unhappy help your mother?” the
mentor asked.
“It shows I care about her, I’m not just turning my back
on her.”
“How would being happy be turning your back on her?”
I heaved a deep sigh.
“Why are you sighing?”the mentor asked with a smile.
“This whole discussion seems sort of silly,” I said sheepishly.
“My mother doesn’t even know anything about this feeling of
mine.”
“Well, if your mother doesn’t know anything about it, how is
your unhappiness benefiting her?”
It was in my third session on the topic, after nearly three hours of
investigation, that I finally came to see that if I gave up my sorry
state I could stop secretly holding my mother responsible for it. I
could stop being angry when she complained, stop being unsympathetic when she talked about wanting to die. If her unhappiness
no longer meant my unhappiness, I could allow myself to feel my
love for my mother.
I left that session feeling light, buoyant and suddenly relaxed,
moved to tears of happiness and relief. I experienced myself slipping out of the prison of my depression, feeling an unfamiliar joyful sense of aliveness rise within me. If a miracle had occurred, it
was an easy and natural one. I let go of my depression and haven’t
experienced it since.
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HREE YEARS LATER, WHILE SPEAKING to my mother on

the telephone late one night, I came to appreciate the depth
of healing that had occurred. My mother had just heard from her
doctors that she had breast cancer. Instead of trying to distance
myself from her pain, I listened, responding to the loneliness and
fear that lay beneath her words.
“I’d jump off this balcony if we lived any higher than the second
floor,” my mother was saying. “And your father’s no help. . .”
“Mom,” I said, after she had finished with her litany of complaints, “I’m coming down to Florida to bring you to the hospital.
I’ll be there when you come out of the operating room, and I’ll
stay with you while you recuperate. I’m not going to leave you
until you’re back on your feet.”
“That would be nice,”she said in the small child’s voice that
she’d taken to using at times of stress. “I love you.”
“I love you, too, Mom,” I said with a whole heart. I could feel
the waves of love crossing the more than one thousand miles of
telephone wire.
Four hours later, my father called to say that my mother had
died of a sudden and silent heart attack in the early hours of the
morning.
Instead of the bitter regrets and painful guilty feelings I’d always
anticipated at my mother’s death, I felt profoundly grateful for the
opportunity I’d been given to reconcile with her. Instead of torturing myself with blame for my failings as a daughter, I was able to
see that I’d done the best I could. I felt as if at last I was living the
Option philosophy: “To Love Is To Be Happy With.”

Many of us have been taught that the pursuit of happiness is a
selfish act, but without unhappiness dogging my heels, I find I
have more energy to devote to the causes I think will make a difference. I see myself exerting a positive influence on the world.
In his book, Happiness Is A Choice (Fawcett/ Columbine), which
offers readers profoundly simple and effective ways to make similar changes in their lives, Barry Neil Kaufman writes, “No single
energy can be more impactful on this planet than the joy and wellbeing emanating from one truly happy and loving person.”
I like to think I now fit that description.
Barry Neil Kaufman is the
best-selling author of twelve
books, including Happiness
Is A Choice and To Love Is
To Be Happy With (which
explains the Option Process® Dialogue described
in this article). He and Samahria Lyte Kaufman are
the founders/directors of
The Option Institute and
Fellowship, a world-renowned learning center in Sheffield, Massachusetts. The Institute offers weekend, weeklong, 4 and 8-week
programs for individuals, couples, families and groups.
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